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In The Salt When her mother’s life ends in a mysterious accident, Maggie Atwood must face the legacy of
alcoholism and lies that she fled from years before. From the safety of her new life in New Orleans with the
man of her dreams, she reluctantly makes her way back to the town where it all began and the past she’s tried
to forget. It’s been over two years since Maggie stepped foot in Haven, a small seaside town on the
Massachusetts shoreline, and even longer since she spoke to her mother. The charismatic and troubled
Vivian, serial wife and drinker, was a tough woman to love, though everyone did, and now she was dead.
Maggie knows that she cannot move forward without diving backwards into the chaos and characters that
defined her youth. Upholding a generations long tradition of self-medicating, Maggie navigates her way
through thinly suppressed rage and childhood fears in an attempt to figure out what finally really happened to
her mother. Swaddled in a haze of Valium and sarcasm, she begins to suspect that her mother’s death was
not an accident. Determined to understand the motivation behind a lifetime of drunken deception, Maggie
delves into the long-buried secrets of her eccentric, wealthy family. What she finds is the heartbreaking truth
behind her mother’s infectious pain, and with it finally, peace. In The Salt is a novel that seeps into your skin
and your bones like a cold New England day. Vivid in detail, imagery and emotion, Maggie’s journey from
anger to acceptance is one that anyone with an unconventional family can relate to. Is there any other kind?
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From reader reviews:

Aurelio Ashley:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the guide entitled In The Salt. Try to make book In The Salt as your good friend. It means that
it can to become your friend when you really feel alone and beside that of course make you smarter than in
the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you much more confidence because you can
know every little thing by the book. So , let us make new experience as well as knowledge with this book.

Matthew Fry:

What do you concerning book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you need something
to explain what you problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy particular person? If you don't
have spare time to accomplish others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have free time?
What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They should answer that question since just their
can do that will. It said that about book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is appropriate. Because start
from on kindergarten until university need this particular In The Salt to read.

Christine Andrews:

Now a day those who Living in the era wherever everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not demand people to be aware of each information they get. How many
people to be smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Examining
a book can help persons out of this uncertainty Information specially this In The Salt book since this book
offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the details in this book hundred pct guarantees there is no
doubt in it you probably know this.

Ryan Walker:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading book
so. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a publication will give you a lot of new data.
When you read a reserve you will get new information since book is one of several ways to share the
information or perhaps their idea. Second, studying a book will make a person more imaginative. When you
examining a book especially fictional book the author will bring you to definitely imagine the story how the
figures do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to other individuals. When you read this In The
Salt, you can tells your family, friends in addition to soon about yours book. Your knowledge can inspire
different ones, make them reading a publication.
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